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NewsletterM ay
SUMMER BREAK IS FINALLY HERE!
As we wrapped up the school year, we 
welcome summer break with open arms! 
Goodbye "all nighter" study sessions with your 
sisters in Hollenback. Goodbye exams and 15 
page essays. Goodbye campus jobs and our 5 
extra curricular activities we got over involved 
in, because at Witt you join every sport and 
club of your desire. These are the easy 
goodbyes. The hard goodbyes were the ones to 
our now alumnae sisters. How bittersweet to 
watch them receive their diplomas they worked 
so hard for. To watch their face fill with joy as 
they approached the seal, and to hear their 
laughter after they stomped the seal. The 
Gamma Rho graduating class of 2018 will be 
greatly missed. 

UPCOMING EVENTS
There are no upcoming events since we are on summer 
break.
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Congratulations Graduates

We?re graduating, and we know

Our lives will be different and 
new;

We?re going out into the world,

Our goals and dreams to pursue.

But one thing will never, ever 
change,

As we go our separate ways;

The friends we?ve made in school 
will be

Our friends for all our days.

The special ties and attachments 
we?ve made,

These bonds will never be 
broken;

We?ll continue to feel that special 
bond,

Though words may not be 
spoken.

So it?s not "goodbye," but rather 
"farewell; "

I?ll see you again, my friend.

Your friendship means a lot to 
me,

And it will never end. By Joanna Fuchs
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DG SPOTLIGHT

WE WANT YOUR FEEDBACK!

It has been a pleasure making these 
monthly newsletters for you all.  
Upcoming newsletters will be more 
about travel and what the Delta 
Gamma's have been up to this  
summer. For future newsletters, what 
are some things you would like to see 
or hear about? Have you found these 
newsletters helpful in keeping     
updated with our chapter? Comment 
below and tell us what you think!
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M elanie Barrett, incoming 
sophomore, has an internship in 

Columbus at D- Terra Solutions. She 
is working with them, and in return 
they are helping her develop "Bailey's 
Capes" as a business.  M elanie started 
creating capes for individuals who are 

in wheelchairs in memory of her 
sister, Bailey. She states they are, "A 

cape that is functional and can spread 
love through its unique designs and 

story."

Stephanie Durban, incoming 
senior, spent some time  in 

Australia with the 
Wittenberg Womens 

Basketball team. They were 
there for 10 days and played 

3 games against  different 
Australian basketball teams. 
They started in M elbourne 
and ended in Sydney. What 

a time to explore! 

Samii Stephens, incoming 
senior, is working through an 

internship with M iracle 
Clubhouse in Dayton. She will 
be helping adults with mental 

illness gain independence. Their 
website states that they are a 
"community for growth, hope 

and opportunity for people 
recovering from mental illness 

in the Dayton- area.


